
 

Writing Standards for Social Studies Papers 

We use technical standards to support ease of communication in an academic setting. There are many 

aspects of academic writing that require attention to technical details, including in-text citations, works 

cited list and more. Follow these MLA (Modern Languages Association) guidelines for all your Social 

Studies writing: 

 Times New Roman (font), 12pt 

 Double-space 

 Leave 1 space after periods 

 Set margins at 1 inch on all 4 sides 

 Indent first word in each new paragraph one-half inch from left margin 

 Number the top of each page, one-half inch from top at the right margin 

 Use Italics for the title of published works to which you are referring 

 Use italics for emphasis sparingly 

 Make a separate title page only if required by instructor 

 At upper left corner of first page, list your name, instructor’s name, course and date (double 

spaced) 

 Centre title (do not underline, place in italics or in quotation marks) 

 Use italics only if referring to a published work in the title 

 Double-space between title and first line 

 Page number at top right of page should include your name, followed by page number in Arabic 

numerals 

 Remember to use in-text citations when referring to ideas, facts or data that you obtained from 

another source, and cite all sources at the end of your paper correctly 
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Downhill Climbing named ‘fastest growing sport in Pacific Northwest’ 

On the West Coast there's no faster growing sport than 'downhill climbing' - a sport that has 

enthusiasts climbing face-first down mountains.  

"You have to a have a really strong upper body," attests one of the sport's early adopters 

Scott Stanyon, "Because your arms are doing most of the work."  

"It's crazy to think that when I am climbing downhill I am actually getting closer to my 

heaven," remarked Scott's climbing partner, Tyson WIlliams.   

This summer, This Is That Films spent time documenting these two as they descended 

'The Admiral' - a popular downhill climbing cliff in Chilliwack, B.C. 

 

Radio, CBC. "Downhill Climbing Named 'fastest Growing Sport in Pacific Northwest' - Home | This Is That with Pat Kelly and 

Peter Oldring | CBC Radio." CBCnews. CBC/Radio Canada, 22 Sept. 2015. Web. 16 Oct. 2015. 

 

 


